Microsoft Word: Exercise 5

You DO NOT need to use the computer for this exercise. You DO need a pencil or a pen.

INSTRUCTIONS: On each spell check window circle IGNORE if it is not a mistake, or CHANGE if it is a mistake.
My sister and I like to use the **internet**.

I live in **Razles**, Texas.
My mother's name is Sheetal.

Suggestions:
- Sheeted
- Skeetal
- Sheet
- Seta
- Cheetah

Check grammar
Options...  Undo  Cancel

In French the word for computer is ordinateur.

Suggestions:
- ordinate
- ordination

Check grammar
Options...  Undo  Close

My name Advait Karkare.

Suggestions:
- Devit
- Advert
- Advert
- Avail
- Adair
- Adair
- Adapt

Check grammar
Options...  Undo  Cancel

My name Advait Karkare.

Suggestions:
- Karke
- Carfare
- Harare
- Korari
- Curare
- Barkier

Check grammar
Options...  Undo  Close
My name is Advait Karkare.

I want to study computers. My difficulty is that I have never used a computer before.

Not in Dictionary:

I want to study computers. My difficulty is that I have never used a computer before.

Suggestions:

computers, My

difficulty

Options... Ignore Ignore All Add Change Change All AutoCorrect
I want to study computers. My difficulty is that I have never used a computer before.

We come from New Delhi India.

Kofi Annan is the Secretary General of the United Nations.
Kofi **Annan** is the Secretary General of the United Nations.

He is from the village **Kumasi** in the country of Ghana.

He studied economics at **Macalester** College in St. Paul, Minnesota.